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No more Superstorm Sandys expected for a long time | Earth
Future conditions less likely to steer hurricanes directly into the East Coast
By Erin Wayman
Web edition: September 3, 2013
Climate change may bring some good news to the Northeast: T he unusual
atmospheric circumstances that allowed Hurricane Sandy to slam directly into
New Jersey could become even rarer in the f uture, new simulations predict.
Although f uture conditions may steer more storms away f rom the East Coast,
the new study doesn’t address whether Atlantic hurricanes will change in
f requency or intensity.
Most North Atlantic hurricanes travel roughly parallel to the East Coast and
make landf all approaching f rom the south. T he October 2012 storm was
unusual because it took a lef t turn and approached f rom the east, smacking
into New Jersey at nearly a right angle. Sandy’s nearly perpendicular angle to
the shore intensif ied its destructive storm surge.

Hurric ane Sand y s lamme d into
Ne w J e rs e y at ne arly a rig ht
ang le . Ne w s imulatio ns
s ug g e s t that the atmo s p he ric
c o nd itio ns that allo we d the
hurric ane to fo llo w its unus ual
p ath (s ho wn) will b e c o me le s s
fre q ue nt in the future .

Several atmospheric conditions converged to drive Sandy down its odd path,
says Elizabeth Barnes, an atmospheric scientist at Colorado State University in
Fort Collins. Kinks in the jet stream, a band of strong air currents, set up a
Cre d it: Cyc lo ne b is kit/Wikip e d ia
blocking event, which is a high-pressure system that stays stuck in one place
f or several days to weeks. T he blocking event diverted the jet stream south
and f orced North Atlantic winds to switch direction and blow f rom east to west. T he easterly winds pushed
Sandy toward the East Coast; normally, westerly winds guide hurricanes away f rom North America.
An analysis published in May f ound that, under current climate conditions, hurricanes like Sandy that hit New
Jersey at a right angle occur on average once every 700 years.
To understand how climate change might alter atmospheric patterns and change that f requency, Barnes’ team
ran simulations of an extreme warming scenario in which carbon dioxide emissions quadruple over the 21st
century. T he simulations suggest that the jet stream will shif t north and blocking events will become less
f requent over the western Atlantic, the researchers report September 2 in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences.
Jennif er Francis, an atmospheric scientist at Rutgers University in New Brunswick, N.J., is not convinced by the
f indings. She notes that climate models have a tough time simulating blocking events. But T homas Knutson, a
climate scientist at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory in Princeton, N.J., says the results are “suggestive” that wind conditions f avoring Sandy-like storms
will become less common.
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